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Defense system plays an important role in civil pretrial procedure. The 
defendant is permitted to submit his pleading arbitrarily in defense system of our 
nation’s civil litigation. This principle allows the defendant not to submit his 
pleading after receiving the complaint. However, with the establishment of the time 
limit system of inducing evidence, disadvantages of the defense system begin to 
appear. The biggest problem is giving the defendant a chance to confront the 
plaintiff abruptly by using the legislative conflicts between the defense system and 
the time limit system of inducing evidence. In this article, basing on the theory of 
“cooperative system” and the analysis on defense system, it proposes the concept of 
establishing compulsory defense system in China. 
This article is divided into four chapters besides the preface and the conclusion. 
Chapter 1 is the summary of the basic theories on defense system. This chapter 
start with a case which elicits the legislative conflicts between any defense doctrine 
and the time limit system of inducing evidence; then it introduces the concept of 
defense and the concept of compulsory defense system; In the end, based on the 
analysis of the nature for the defense, the author advocates the pleading submitted 
by the defendant should be defined as legal obligation. 
Chapter 2 mainly analyses the necessity of establishing compulsory defense 
system in China. 
 Chapter 3 mainly analyses the compulsory defense system of two main legal 
systems. By analyzing the evolution history and current legislation of compulsory 
defense system in those countries applying two main legal systems, this essay 
concludes the differences and consistency between the two legal systems. 
Chapter 4 mainly introduces the construction of compulsory defense system in 
China. Firstly, the author proposes the improvement of related supporting systems. 














including how to defense, legal time limit of defense, the content of defense, the 
consequence of late defense and discusses the exceptional status. 
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第一章  民事答辩制度理论概述 
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